
Connecting a Global Community

An AIChE® Technical Community 

The Center for Hydrogen Safety (CHS) is a non-biased and nonprofit corporate membership organization that promotes 
the safe operation, handling, and use of hydrogen across all installations and applications. CHS facilitates access to 
hydrogen safety experts; develops comprehensive safety guidance, outreach and education materials and activities; 
and provides a forum to partner on world-wide technical solutions. Participation in CHS provides assurance that groups 
of experts have a common communication platform with a global scope to ensure safety information, guidance and 
expertise is available to all stakeholders. Learn more at aiche.org/CHS.

A CHS membership communicates your commitment to safely harnessing the benefits of hydrogen. Members are:
• Demonstrating that safety as a fundamental principal
• Ensuring that neutral and trustworthy hydrogen safety resources are sustained and have global impact
•  Helping ensure that safety is not a significant impediment to stakeholder and public acceptance of hydrogen technology

PROJECT/FACILITY SUPPORT
•  Design Reviews
•  Hazard Analysis Support
•  Facility/Site Safety Reviews

NETWORKING
•  Hydrogen Safety Conferences
• Working Groups

TRAINING & EDUCATION
• First Responders
• Researchers
• Technicians

OUTREACH
• Stakeholders
• Code Officials
• Communities

INCIDENT RESPONSE RESOURCE
• Timely Information on Incidents
•  Fact Sheets
•  Resource Guides

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS 

MEMBERSHIP IMPACT

BE PART OF CHS! www.aiche.org/chs • www.h2tools.org



CHS IS PROUD TO HAVE THE FOLLOWING ORGANIZATIONS AS
STRATEGIC PARTNERS IN SUPPORTING THE GLOBAL HYDROGEN SAFETY OBJECTIVE

BE PART OF CHS! www.aiche.org/chs • www.h2tools.org
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Ready to Apply for CHS Membership? Visit www.aiche.org/chsmemberapply

Questions? To learn more, contact:
Nick Barilo, P.E. Director of the Center for Hydrogen Safety, AIChE 

Tel: 509-371-7894 • Email: nickb@aiche.org
www.aiche.org/chs • www.h2tools.org

HYDROGEN FUELED VEHICLES AND THE FUELING STATIONS 
NEEDED TO SUPPORT THEM ARE SAFE TO USE:

Hydrogen is not new, it's been in widespread industrial use for more than 50 years and 
codes, standards, and design practices have been developed to enable safe use.

All fuels contain energy and can be hazardous if handled improperly. Like other fuels, 
hydrogen must be used with care in systems designed around its unique properties. 
Hydrogen fueling stations and Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles (FCEVs) are designed in 
accordance with established safety standards to ensure their safety. 

FCEVs are cleaner and more e�cient than traditional combustion-based engines. 
Hydrogen FCEVs combine hydrogen stored in a cylinder with oxygen from the air to 
produce electricity, with water vapor as the by-product.

Hydrogen is derived from petroleum, wind, solar 
and other sources. Hydrogen is gaining momentum 
as an energy carrier.

U.S. >$200 billion
in revenue by 2023

580,000 vehicles
by 2023

HYDROGEN FOR 
TRANSPORTATION:

70 million metric tons of hydrogen are produced 
globally every year for industrial applications.

70
MILLION 
METRIC 
TONS*

Chemical Refining Electronics Pharmaceuticals 60 fuel cell trains 

11,000 
hydrogen-powered cars on 
the road in 2018

Interest in zero-emission fuel 
cell trucks and ships is 
rapidly growing as a way of 
reducing pollution, carbon 
emissions, and noise.

20,000 
fork-lifts used in 
warehouses in 2018

HYDROGEN TECHNOLOGIES IMPACT




